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Farewell Sean & Marina
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Last weekend, parties were in full swing with our
Halloween celebrations; lots of effort was made,
and, considering that we are on an island with
limited resources, all of the costumes looked
amazing.
This weekend, we bid a fond farewell to Sean and
Marina, and we wish them a very happy
retirement- we are sure many of you will get to
see them again on St Helena.
We welcome to the island Mr Simon Minshull, our
new administrator, and Natalie Galley.
This Saturday we will celebrate bonfire night at
Long Beach- we hope to see you all there.
Have a great week
Izzy & Helen

Why not try a new recipe this weekend?
•
•
•
•

Pumpkin and bean stew
Jacket potato and chilli
Sausage traybake
Pulled pork and stuffing rolls

•
•

Toffee apple bread and butter pudding
Parkin

Annual Island Wide Beach clean
Thank you to everyone who joined us on Saturday for
our big beach clean: over 300 bin bags' worth of
invasive shrubs were removed.
This clearance will make a big difference to our visiting
green turtles, providing more suitable nesting sites and
increasing the chances of the hatchlings reaching the
sea.
Litter was collected and recorded by the visiting ZSL Marine team and our
Plastic's Project Coordinator with the help from the community. This data will
help to build our understanding of plastic pollution on Ascension, its impacts on
the marine environment and where it might be coming from.
We would like to say a special thank you to Terrance Young, the RAF- Dan
Rayman, Morgan Davies, USAF and Wolf Creek - especially Robert Yon, for
helping us organise this year's beach clean. Without the community's support
each year, it would be impossible to keep these beaches in such pristine.

Nature Notes
Nature notes is a monthly instalment to the Islander bringing you information and updates
about the natural world in Ascension Island. In this month’s notes – Rock Pools!

What are rock pools?
Rock pools are formed by the cycle of the tide and are very harsh places to live. Once isolated by the
receding tide, each pool must endure exposure to the sun, increasing the temperature and salinity
(saltiness) levels of the pools. Oxygen levels also decrease as animals and plants respire. This means that
the species that live in rock pools have to all be masters of adapting to change.
Ascension rock pool fauna
Ascension’s pools are home to a fantastic diversity of animal life. This is principally seen in the colourful
ensemble of fish that can be seen including the striped endemic Ascension wrasse, ocean surgeonfish,
black triggerfish, soldier fish and several blennies to name a few. As you wander through the rock pools
you may see a glimpse of incredibly fast fish that dart between hiding places as you go and these will be
one of the blenny species, most likely a red lip blenny if it is larger and dark in colour or a textile blenny
if very small and mottled brown. One fish that will not mind your presence in the pool is the bold
Sergeant Major fish, known locally as the five finger fish named for the five vertical black stripes on its
blue body, who may even give you a little nip if you linger too long in one place! Arguably, one of the
most unusual of Ascension’s rock pool residents is the common octopus. Some octopi will be insanely
difficult to spot if they are shy as their ability to change their skin colour and texture gives them one of
the most effective camouflages in the animal kingdom. However, you may just come across a rather
brazen octopus that is just as curious of you as you will be of it which will provide you a wonderful animal
encounter.
Ascension rock pool flora
It can be easy to be distracted by all the animal life that you’ll find in the rock pools but Ascension’s pools
are home to some amazing plant life that you’ll want to keep an eye out for. If you see a dark green
branched seaweed that looks like it is covered in velvet then you have likely found Codium taylorii known
affectionately as Dead man’s fingers! Quite commonly observed in rock pools is Padina pavonica which
is more commonly called Peacock’s tail. An unusual seaweed you may come across is the beautiful small
blown-glass like elongated sea pearls (Valonia ventricosa) which contain pressurised bubbles of air
making them firm to the touch. If you get your eye in, you may also spot an algae which you wouldn’t
necessarily even think is an algae at first: the coralline crust algae. Found encrusting the surfaces of rock
faces in the pools, this pink coloured algae has calcium deposits in its cell walls making it completely
solid like a coral – hence the name. When you go rock pooling, look out for a smooth pink crust in the
pools and you will likely have found it!

Nature Notes
Rock Pool ID Sheet
Common octopus

Sergeant major

Redlip blenny

Ascension wrasse

Rhodoliths (Lithothamnia sp.)

Sally lightfoot

Elongated sea pearls

Textile blenny

*When rock pooling, be sure to pay attention to weather conditions and tide times to be safe at all
times. Wear sensible shoes as the terrain can be slippery and sharp underfoot.
Conservation and Fisheries Directorate
31 October 2022

